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n 
I/ YNAMIC ROUTING IN A CIRCUIT-SWITCHED 
network is a way of providing flexibility at the switched level. 
Flexibility is required to adapt to changing and volatile traffic 
demands; to cope with forecasting uncertainties, shifts in traf- 
fic patterns, and the introduction of new services; and to pro- 
vide resilience against individual network failures. In other 
words, dynamic routing, by allowing the path a call takes 
through the network to vary with time or the state of the net- 
work, enables the network to be used more efficiently, and also 
provides robustness. With performance measured by “grade- 
of-service”-the probability that a call encounters network 
congestion-efficiency can translate into a cheaper network 
for given performance criteria, or into increased performance 
at a given cost. 

A macroscopic example of efficiency gains is given by 
noncoincident busy hours-different parts of the network can 
be busy at different times of the day. A good example of this is 
within the international network, where some countries are 
asleep while others are at work. This makes the sleeping coun- 
try amenable to overflow traffic from working countries, and it 
has been estimated that capacity savings of almost 30% can be 
achieved by exploiting this noncoincidence with dynamic 
routing schemes [ 11. 

When a demand is made upon the network, there are essen- 
tially two questions to answer. First, should the demand be ac- 
cepted? Second, where should the demand be routed? In any 
particular dynamic routing scheme, these two concepts can be 
inextricably interwoven; however, for convenience we shall 
say that the first addresses the control issue, whereas the sec- 
ond is concerned with routing. The first question is in some 
sense more fundamental and harder; it is important because, in 
the absence of control, the performance of a circuit-switched 
network can seriously degrade under a flexible routing scheme, 
which is discussed in the next section. 

Dynamic routing is about finding the “best” path through 
the network, i.e., a short path that causes the least damage to 
future calls. In its simplest form, dynamic routing is about 
finding spare capacity in the network. This can be done in a 
centralized or decentralized way, the former making use of a 
central processor to monitor the state of the network and rec- 
ommend decisions. A centralized processor requires a separate 
control network, and the system is vulnerable to failures. A de- 
centralized or distributed scheme is one in which the intelli- 
gence is spread throughout the network. In this article, we con- 
centrate on distributed schemes. 

The section following that is a survey of schemes that do not 
explicitly use much information about the state of the network. 
In particular, we concentrate on Dynamic Alternative Routing 
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(DAR), which is a simple but highly effective routing method 
currently planned for the British Telecom Network. In con- 
trast, the next section looks at state-dependent routing, and 
discusses how some of the methodology also has a bearing on 
the control issue. 

We then briefly touch on the problem of dimensioning a 
network that uses dynamic routing; in other words, how much 
capacity do we need, and where should it be put to provide an 
acceptable performance? A practical example, referring to 
routing in an international access network, is discussed and fi- 
nally, some conclusions are drawn. 

Control and Trunk Reservation 
A flexible or dynamic routing scheme gives an individual 

call a better chance of success, perhaps by increasing the num- 
ber of ways it can traverse the network. However, the success of 
this call could potentially prevent the success of more than one 
other call, creating a less than satisfactory solution overall [2]. 
This is a symptom of the classic dichotomy between individual 
and social optimization. From the individual call’s point of 
view, we want as much freedom as possible so that it has the 
best chance of finding a path through the network; whereas to 
achieve a global optimum (where the camed traffic is at a max- 
imum), we might have to limit an individual’s freedom. 

For example, consider a fully connected symmetric network 
such as that in Figure 1, where calls are offered between each 
node pair and the first-choice route is the direct link joining the 
two nodes. Now consider any dynamic routing scheme that 
seeks out a two-link alternative path if the direct route is busy, 
and suppose that over a long period of time all such two-link al- 
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Fig. 2. Instability in an uncontrolled network. 

ternatives are chosen an equal number of times. For instance, 
we could choose a two-link alternative at random, or one of the 
dynamic schemes such as DAR, described below. Then under- 
overload calls are set up on two-link paths, which then cause 
other calls to overtlow, boot-strapping the network into a state 
of high congestion. The network as a whole would be better off 
restricting calls to one-link paths. 

At certain critical traffic levels the network with no controls 
can exhibit unstable behavior in which it flips between two 
quasi-stable states. These are high and low blocking states, cor- 
responding to many calls carried on two links and one link, re- 
spectively. This behavior was first predicted by simple fixed- 
point analytic models [3], and has since been found in 
simulations [4] [ 5 ] .  Figure 2 shows an example of this behavior, 
where the total number of calls in progress is plotted for a 
5-node fully connected network (10 links) with 5,000 circuits 
on each link and 4,900 Erlangs (simultaneous calls) of trafic 
offered between each node pair, where DAR is used to search 
out a two-link alternative, and where there is no control ap- 
plied. In the low congestion state, almost 4,900 Erlangs are car- 
ried on each route; however, for much of the time the network 
is in a highly congested state in which each link carries almost 
5,000 Erlangs with a significant proportion on two-link paths, 
and there are only about 4,500 Erlangs carried on each route. 
This is much worse than if each call were restricted to the one- 
link paths. 

Trunk reservation against two-link overtlow calls is an ef- 
fective way of controlling this, where a trunk reservation of r 
on a link means that a two-link overtlow call is only accepted 
on that link if there are more than r circuits free, whereas the 
single-link calls are accepted onto the link whenever there is a 
free circuit (a trunk reservation of 0). This ensures, first, that 
under overload two-link alternatives become increasingly un- 
available, and second, that performance under any load is al- 
ways better than if we just used direct routing. Even for large 
circuit groups of thousands of circuits, only a small trunk reser- 
vation parameter is required (less than ten). For instance, in 
the above example, a trunk reservation parameter of 4 is sum- 
cient to ensure that the network stays in the low congestion 
state. 

Trunk reservation has more general uses, as a way of giving 
different priorities to different streams of traffic. If a single link 
is offered to a number of streams of Poisson traffic with a com- 
mon exponential call-holding time distribution, but which are 
“worth” different amounts, i.e., generate different revenues if 
accepted, then applying trunk reservation parameters to each 
stream is exactly optimal [6] [7]. Here, optimal means that the 
amount we earn from the link is maximized. If the holding 
times are not exponential or do not have the same mean, then 
“approximately” substitutes for “exactly.” Similar remarks 

apply if we are placing constraints on the blocking experienced 
by the streams, rather than maximizing revenue. 

Distributed Dynamic Routing Schemes 
Dynamic routing algorithms vary considerably. They may 

be state-dependent or not, time-dependent or static, and fast or 
slow (possibly changing decisions for every call amval or pen- 
odically). For example, AT&T’s Dynamic Nonhierarchical 
Routing (DNHR) is a centralized time-dependent scheme, 
making use of different time zones to prescribe a set of fixed al- 
ternate routes for different hours [8]. In general, the faster the 
response of the algorithm the better; however, there are obvi- 
ous computational and complexity issues associated with in- 
creasingly fast updates. 

Distributed schemes can be further differentiated by the 
amount of information they require. For instance, there are the 
two extremes of almost “blind” schemes, which make use of 
negligible information, and complex perspicacious schemes, 
which require extensive information-passing. Full 
information-passing is likely to be impractical (it is essentially 
equivalent to a centralized solution of the problem), and the 
goal is to find a good routing algorithm that uses only knowl- 
edge that is “local.” 

The following example, depicted in Figure 3, illustrates a 
routing problem: Suppose that we have three possible routes 
through the network from a particular source to a specific des- 
tination, which we label by r = 1,2,3, each ofwhich is offered 
its own background traffic. A call comes along and we want to 
send it along one of these three paths-which one should it 
take? One way to route a stream of such calls is to use “propor- 
tional routing,” in which we send a certain proportion of calls 
along route r. The problem, then, is how to update such propor- 
tions in light of changing network conditions, and “learning 
automata” are one way of achieving this. 

Learning Automata 
An application of automata to the routing problem is given 

by Narendra and Mars [9]. Learning automata do not measure 
the state of the network directly, but rather rely on indirect in- 
formation. They continually offer calls across the routes r ac- 
cording to a probability distribution p,, which is updated at 
discrete time stages according to feedback information regard- 
ing call completion or rejection. If b, is the probability that a 
call is blocked on route r, then a locally optimal strategy would 
minimize the expected number of lost calls, Zp#,. Schemes can 
reward a route on which a call is successful and punish a route 
on which a call fails. A favored scheme is the so-called LR-@ 
scheme, in which the decrease in p, for a failure is small com- 
pared with the increase for a success. For a linear scheme, if 
route i is chosen at time n and the call is successful, then updat- 
ing is 

while if the call fails, 

where a and E are adjustable parameters, 0 < a < 1,0 c E < 1 
with E small compared with a, and U is itself usually small, so 
that the updating is gradual. In a changing environment. under 
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Which Route to Take? 
The fixed-point equations are then 

Fig. 3. .4 routing problem. 

certain assumptions [lo] [ 1 I ] ,  it can be shown that the LR7,, 
automata tends to approximately equalize blocking probablh- 
ties, b,, while an L R - ,  automata, for which E = a in the above 
equalizes the blocking rates (p,b,). 

Learning automata can also be used to choose the next node 
rather than a complete path to the destination. This requires a 
separate updating procedure (automaton) at each node for 
each destination. The automaton never rejects a call if it is pos- 
sible to carry it, so a control mechanism can be used to improve 
performance. Also, no account is taken of the “cost” or length 
of the path. For example, in a fully connected network it is pref- 
erable to first try the direct single-link path joining nodes and 
then apply the automaton to the choice of two-link overflow 
paths, rather than use the automaton to include the single-link 
path. 

Implied Cost Methodology 
The “implied-cost” methodology of Kelly [ 121 [ 131 is anoth- 

er way of calculating proportions for a proportional routing 
scheme. The rate of return from the network is the sum, over all 
routes, of the carried traffic on the route multiplied by the 
“worth” of that traffic. The worths can be arbitrary, but if they 
are identically one, then the return is just the total carried traf- 
fic. Let r be a route index, and k a link index; if link k has capac- 
ity c k ,  calls worth w, arrive at Poisson rate Ar (with unit mean 
holding time), and the route blocking is L, then the rate of re- 
turn from the network is 

The approach of Kelly associates an “implied cost” with 
each link, ck, which measures the knock-on effects on the entire 
network of carrying an additional call on that link (in general, 
there is a separate implied cost for each level of trunk reserva- 
tion applied to a link). Thus, the true cost of carrying a call on 
route r is the “surplus value” s,, the difference between the 
amount we earn by carrying the call and the damage we do, 
s, = wr - E k ,  where the sum is over all links that ruses. These 
can be calculated from a set of linear fixed-point equations, 
and the assumption is that links behave independently, and all 
traffic is treated as though it were Poisson. For example, in the 
case of proportional routing where there is no trunk reserva- 
tion, if bk denotes the blocking on link k,  then under the inde- 
pendence assumption the carried traffic on route r is 

ur  = A r ( l  - Z A r )  = A r  [I (1 - R k )  
k e  r 

and the traffic effectively offered to link k,  pk is given by 

p, = ( 1  -B,)-‘ 7. U .  
- r  

r : k E r  

r : k c r  

where the sum is over all routes which use link k,  with qk = 
E(Ck - 1, pk) - E(Ck,pk), where c k  is the capacity of link k,  
and E( C,a) is the Erlangs loss formula for a Erlangs offered to C 
circuits. 

It is possible to calculate the implied costs in a decentralized 
way in real time-roughly speaking, for each link k we need to 
know, for each route passing through it, the carried traffic and 
surplus values. Similarly, we need an associated route calcula- 
tion where each route knows the implied costs of the links it 
uses [ 121. This can be seen by rewriting the implied cost equa- 
tions as 

carried trafficon r o u t e r  
c = const x 1 (sr + Ck’ 

k carried trafficon link k 

where the constant pkqk is the expected occupancy of the final 
circuit on link k and can be estimated from the carried traffic. 

With the implied costs so calculated, a call offered to router 
will generate a net expected revenue of ( 1  - L,)s,; thus, traffic 
should be shared out along routes to reflect these quantities. 
Therefore, more traffic should be offered to routes with a high 
net expected revenue-it is possible for (1 - L,)s, to be nega- 
tive, in which case route r should not be used. The change 
should be gradual, since offering more traffic to a route increas- 
es the route blocking and alters the implied costs. However, if 
we do this, then we have the basis of a decentralized adaptive 
routing scheme that attempts to maximize the earned revenue 
(or carried traffic). 

DAR 
DAR is a simple decentralized control scheme that only 

uses local information [ 14- 161 and is a natural extension of the 
currently used Automatic Alternative Routing (AAR), where a 
number of route choices are attempted sequentially. It was 
originally designed for application to the British Telecom 
trunk network, which comprises some 53 Digital Main Switch 
Units (DMSUs), fully interconnected, shown schematically in 
Figure 1, with a trunk reservation parameter assigned to each 
link. A call arriving at a DMSU destined for another DMSU 
first tries the direct route linking the two exchanges; if this is 
busy, then the DAR current-choice DMSU is selected and the 
call attempts to complete via this tandem, with trunk reserva- 
tion applied against it. Ifthe call is successful, then that tandem 
stays as the recommended current-choice tandem for the par- 
ticular source-destination pair, and the next call finding the di- 
rect route blocked will also try to complete via this recom- 
mended tandem. Conversely, if the call cannot complete via its 
recommended tandem, then the call is lost and DAR updates 
the current choice by selecting another DMSU at random from 
the list of possible DMSUs for that source-destination pair. 
This is a simple upgrade from AAR, since the DAR choice in 
the routing table is updated solely on the basis of an appropri- 
ate network congestion message. 

In the British Telecom trunk network, local exchanges are 
parented on two DMSUs; thus, there are two ways into the net- 
work and two ways out. Therefore, once at a DMSU, there are 
in fact two possible single-link paths that are attempted first, 
and then DAR is applied. Similarly, when a call reaches a rec- 
ommended tandem, there are two possible links it can use to 
leave the network. 
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Behavior and Modeling of DAR 
One of the desirable properties of DAR is its speed of re- 

sponse. DAR locks onto a good path, and once a path or route 
ceases to become attractive, another is sought out. This can be 
thought of as a learning scheme where the probabilities of 
choosing a particular path are 1, 0, or l/n, depending on wheth- 
er the last call was successful (thus retaining the designated cur- 
rent choice) or not, where n is the number of choices. Although 
we can gain some idea of DAR’s behavior by looking at how it 
operates for a single source-destination pair, we really need to 
step back and look at the whole network. On this canvas DAR 
is attempting, in a distributed manner, to pack calls onto the 
network, choosing two-link alternatives so that they do not in- 
terfere with each other. 

The simplicity of the DAR scheme enables mathematical 
models to be constructed of its long-run stationary behavior. 
This is important, as it then enables networks to be analyzed 
and dimensioned. Over a long time period, each DAR choice 
will be changed an equal number of times, and hence an equal 
number of calls will be lost on each choice. Thus, if p ,  denotes 
the proportion of calls offered to tandem t ,  and b, denotes the 
proportion of calls lost on choice t, then the blocking rate, ptbr, 
is equal for all t (as for the L R - p  automaton). Hence, 

1 

An approximation is to calculate b, using Erlang’s formula, 
with each DAR stream assumed to behave as if it arises from a 
proportional routing scheme, with proportions pr .  Simulation 
results have validated the accuracy of this model for many or 
small DAR streams, but it can break down with a large DAR 
stream overflowing to a number of small routes, in which case a 
more delicate analysis is required [ 171. Since DAR streams will 
be kept small in practice, the above simple model is very use- 
ful. 

Extension to DAR 
Although intended for a fully connected network, the prin- 

ciple behind DAR can be extended and applied to different 
network structures. This principle can be described as a 
“sticky-random” or “back-the-winner” policy-use what 
worked last time; otherwise, choose a new alternative at ran- 
dom. Thus, for example, applying the principle to the three- 
route example of Figure 3, we continue to use route i while calls 
are not being lost on it, and as soon as we lose a call we choose 
another route from the r possible at random. This is an exam- 
ple where we can use DAR without a fixed first choice. There 
are certain other straightfonvard extensions that can be made, 
some ofwhich are discussed in [ 161, and others ofwhich are the 
subject of current research: 

If the DAR stream is large, it may be preferable to split it. 
This can be achieved by having a number of choices that are 
cycled through in turn, with each choice in this “cycle set” 
independently reset. 
The message to reset the current tandem can be sent before a 
call is lost. This “DAR reset message” can be returned if, for 
example, a call routed using DAR takes the last circuit on 
one of the links of the current choice route. Such anticipa- 
tion tries to prevent the next call from being lost. 
Certain tandem nodes may be known to be better or worse 
than others. This can be reflected by increasing or decreas- 
ing their probability of selection. For example, some tan- 
dems might be barred as a network management action. 

Distributed Control and 
State-Dependent Routing 

The simplest form of state-dependent routing, as proposed 
by Bell-Northern Research [ 181, routes traffic through links 

that are “least busy” in the sense of having the largest number 
of free circuits. More sophisticated schemes attempt to mea- 
sure the cost of accepting a call on a route. For an isolated 
group of C circuits offered random (Poisson) traffic of A 
Erlangs, this is straightforward. If we assume the calls are 
“worth” 1 (generate unit revenue), then adding an extra, 
marked, call when there are j calls in progress costs 

where E is Erlang’s loss function. This “relative value” v(jl is 
the expected number of extra calls that are lost when we add a 
call in state j ,  and can be thought of as a state-dependent im- 
plied cost. Thus, if our marked call is worth w, carrying the call 
generates a net revenue of w - vo). 

To return to a version of our earlier example, if we have 
three circuit groups of capacity C, r = 1 ... 3, and offered ran- 
dom traffic of Ar Erlangs, and if an isolated call comes along, 
then we should route the call over the route for which v f i  J is 
smallest. This is an example of an “index policy,” because the 
index v just depends on the state of its own route. However, if 
presented with a continuous stream of traffic of A* to route 
over the r choices, then the optimal policy of where to route the 
arrivals is not in general an index policy, but rather depends on 
knowledge of the entire state of the network. Nevertheless, we 
conjecture that an index policy is likely to be close to the opti- 
mum, and there are reasons for thinking that an index policy 
becomes optimal as A* is very small [7] or very large (since, in 
this case, the model approximates a “bandit process” [ 191, for 
which an index policy is known to be optimal). 

The functions v form the basis of the state-dependent rout- 
ing scheme proposed by Ott and Krishnan [20] [21]: If we 
index links by k and assume that links behave independently, 
then we can estimate the traffic offered to each link Ak, calcu- 
late the relative values v for each link, and approximate the cost 
of routing a call over r, which uses links l...l, by 

. .  + uI ( j , )  

Here, the cffective offered traffic to a link has to take account 
of blocking it encounters before and after the link in question 
[22] [23]-the pk mentioned earlier. In a real implementation 
of such a scheme, it is natural to use two different time scales, 
making decisions on routing every call arrival, but updating 
the cost functions v, periodically in time. 

If accepting the call is worth w, then we should reject the call 
if v, > w, since the damage caused by accepting the call is more 
than the call is worth. Thus, we have a built-in control mecha- 
nism. Alternatively, we can use the relative value approach to 
derive control schemes for other dynamic routing strategies, 
such as DAR: If a single link is offered several streams of 
Poisson traffic with the same call-holding time but of different 
worths, then the optimal control strategy is to use a trunk reser- 
vation parameter for each stream. In this case, we can calculate 
the appropriate relative values [ 7 ] ,  and this provides a way of 
setting control parameters for links in a distributed way on 
line: We estimate the traffic of each type offered to a link, cal- 
culate the relative values, and reject in statej on link k for call 
type t if vk(jl > w,. This gives a new trunk reservation parame- 
ter, which then feeds back into the calculation of new relative 
values. These new relative values can also be used in a state- 
dependent routing scheme using Equation 2 [7]. 

We have not said how to assign link-based worths to calls. A 
simple heuristic is to assume that a call using n links is worth 
lln on each link it passes through. Some care needs to be taken 
with calls that can overtlow. If we are using an isolated link ap- 
proach to set trunk reservation parameters (rather than global 
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information via Equations 1 and 2), and if a call can overflow 
to another path on which it is blocked with probability b, then 
its effective worth on the original path needs to be decreased by 
the amount we earn if we reject the call, which is 1 - b multi- 
plied by the worth on the alternate path (analogous to the “sur- 
plus value” on the alternate path defined in [ lo]). In the con- 
text of a fully connected network using DAR, the first order 
approximation is that each link is offered fresh traffic worth 1 
and overflow traffic worth 112, which gives a simple way of set- 
ting trunk reservation parameters. 

A feature of policies such as trunk reservation is their ro- 
bustness; i.e., the policies are robust against perturbations of 
the assumptions. For example, we can alter the offered traffics 
slightly and still have an almost optimal performance. Also, 
near-optimal performance can be obtained with a range of 
trunk reservation parameters; therefore, the exact value is not 
crucial. This, in turn, means that the exact calculation of the 
link-based worths is also not essential. 

Network Dimensioning 
The network dimensioning problem is to provide, at mini- 

mum cost, enough capacity to ensure that performance is ac- 
ceptable, where performance could be an overall average 
blocking criterion or a requirement on the worst grade of serv- 
ice. In one sense, network dimensioning is simpler with a flex- 
ible routing scheme since, provided that there is enough capac- 
ity, the dynamic routing scheme should be able to make use of 
it. Exactly how the capacity is spread around the network is not 
as critical, so simple rules can be used. Nevertheless, it is possi- 
ble to maximize the benefit of dynamic routing by using a sym- 
pathetic dimensioning scheme, that is, one designed for the 
particular routing scheme that puts capacity in the best places. 

If we pick a particular node in the network, then there needs 
to be enough capacity leaving the node; in other words, we take 
the total traffic leaving the node and provide enough capacity 
so that the grade of service of the total traffic offered to the 
total number of circuits is acceptable. We then have to allocate 
the total capacity between routes in some way that could be re- 
lated to the cost of providing circuits on routes. This is the con- 
cept of bundle or bulk dimensioning, which has the advantage 
that forecasting aggregate loads is easier and more accurate 
than forecasting smaller individual loads. 

The implied cost methodology referred to earlier can form 
the basis of a sophisticated dimensioning algorithm for which 
we need to know the derivative ofthe return, W, with respect to 
link capacity, C,. This can be termed the “shadow price,” and 
is a simple linear transformation of the implied costs c, (the 
two are equal if there is no trunk reservation). The derivative 
information provided by the implied costs can be used in a hill- 
climbing algorithm to dimension the network at minimum 
cost [24]. The best place to put capacity is on links with a high 
positive implied cost, where we need to weight the implied cost 
with the real cost of adding in capacity. 

DMSU 

U 

Fig. 4. International access network. 
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A Practical Example 
We now discuss the use of dynamic routing schemes in prac- 

tical networks, looking in particular at the British Telecom in- 
ternational access network. 

British Telecom has a number of international gateways, or 
International Switching Centers (ISCs). These serve to connect 
the trunk network of DMSUs to foreign administrations. For 
reliability reasons, those countries with large traffic volumes 
(for example, the U.S., France, and Germany) are connected to 
three or four ISCs, as shown in Figure 4. The network between 
DMSUs and ISCs is termed the “international access net- 
work,” and every DMSU is connected to every ISC. The rout- 
ing problem within the access network is to spread traffic over 
ISCs in such a way that the expensive international circuits are 
used as efficiently as possible. This is made particularly diffi- 
cult by the many different traffic profiles the network must 
handle (see Figure 5 ) ,  and general uncertainty about exactly 
which ISC incoming traffic from foreign administrations will 
be sent to. 

There are a number of requirements that the international 
access network routing scheme must satisfy, including: 

Ease of implementation: Network planning overheads and 
transition from any current scheme must be compensated 
by the benefits. 
Robustness: Once installed, the scheme must be sufficiently 
flexible to adjust to the varying traffic demands. 
Efflciency: Traffic delivered to ISCs by the nationalnetwork 
must use expensive international circuits as efficiently as 
possible. Mismatch between delivered traffic and available 
circuits should be kept to a minimum. 
Switchinghignaling effort: Although network administra- 
tion and circuits are expensive, so are ISCs. Thus, the 
amount of processing at each switch should be kept to a 
minimum. 
Several routing schemes could be used within such a net- 

Least busy alternative: Each ISC continually signals to every 
DMSU the number of free circuits it currently has to each 
destination. Although this may be a good long-term solu- 
tion, perhaps extended to full state-dependent routing, none 
of British Telecom’s current switches can implement this, 
and it would have a very large signaling overhead. 

9 Proportionate routing Each DMSU sends a given propor- 
tion of its traffic for each destination country to each ISC. A 
learning automaton that dynamically adjusts proportions 
should be very good, but only fixed proportions are possible 
with British Telecom’s current switch technology. Fixed 
proportions are difficult to set optimally and lack flexibili- 
ty. 

work, each with their own merits: 
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9 Crankback A call is offered in turn to each ISC to which the 
destination country’s ISCs are connected. If a country has 
circuits on, say, four ISCs, then the switching overhead can 
be large if a call tries each one. Furthermore, there can be lo- 
calized areas of congestion, with calls being sent relentlessly 
to ISCs whose outgoing links are blocked. This inability to 
balance loads can have significant knock-on effects, as dis- 
cussed below. 

9 DAR with fixed first choice: The call is offered to a fixed 
first-choice ISC; but if this is unsuccessful, then a second 
choice is used, the selection made by DAR. The second 
choice is invoked if the call fails on the link to the ISC; if 
crankback is used, then the second choice can be tried if the 
call also fails on the international link beyond the ISC. A 
problem here is to allocate the first choices evenly. 
DAR: The call is offered to just one current-choice ISC. If 
the call is successful, then the current choice is retained; oth- 
erwise, the call is rejected and the current choice is reset. A 
disadvantage of this is that each call only has one choice, al- 
beit a good one; but it does balance loads at ISCs very well. 
The last option, DAR, satisfies the requirements well, and 

its ability to choose its own ISCs makes it easy to manage on a 
day-to-day basis. A particularly desirable feature of DAR is 
that in all studies to date, adding more capacity into the net- 
work has always improved performance. This is not the case 
with crankback, where the localized congestion problem 
means that adding more circuits onto a particular national link 
can increase congestion out of an ISC, causing the performance 
of some streams (i.e., those which can only use that ISC) to de- 
teriorate. Since the performance measure adopted by British 
Telecom is the congestion seen by the worst streams, adding 
this extra capacity could well adversely affect British 
Telecom’s overall performance objective. 

Similar effects have been observed when capacity is uni- 
formly added into the access network [25], or for those coun- 
tries whose busy hour does not coincide with the access net- 
work‘s. Indeed, the two effects are complementary, since 
adding capacity is equivalent to reducing traffic. The cost1 
performance curves of Figures 6 and 7 compare crankback and 
DAR inside the morning (European) and afternoon (U.S. and 
total network) busy hours, where the performance criteria is 
the end-to-end congestion seen by the worst 20% of traffic. 
These graphs highlight the counter-intuitive behavior of 
crankback. 

Current research is investigating hybrids of the aforemen- 
tioned schemes. One more speculative possibility is to use 
DAR with fixed first choice, with crankback, and with the first 
choices determined by proportionate routing-perhaps with 
the proportions set by a learning automaton. 

Bulk dimensioning is appropriate for deciding how many 
circuits should be installed in the British Telecom internation- 
al access network when flexible schemes such as DAR are used. 
Because the links between a DMSU and ISCs are only used by 
international traffic to and from that DMSU, there is no 
noncoincidence of busy hours to exploit, and it becomes suffi- 

This peak is then split among the ISCs according to, say, the 
total number of international circuits on each ISC, and then 
each link is dimensioned using Erlang’s formula. The only care 
that need be taken is that sufficient circuits are installed for 
traffic that has no flexibility to adjust, such as that which is in- 
coming from foreign countries or outgoing to a country that is 
only connected to one ISC. 

cient to know only the peak international traffic to and from it. 

erably in flavor. The broad spectrum ranges from the relatively 
simple DAR, in which routing choices are reset only when a 
call fails, to more complex state-dependent schemes, which 
have to know the number offree circuits on a link, or even have 
to measure or estimate offered traffics. The stage of develop- 
ment of schemes can also be contrasted. Some have been im- 
plemented in actual networks or small-scale trials (DNHR), 
others are being planned (DAR), while some are still undergo- 
ing simulation studies (learning automata), whereas the use of 
implied costs to dynamically control proportions has not even 
been simulated (to the best knowledge of the authors). 

In all cases, the added complexity must be balanced against 
the cost and ease of administration, monitoring, and perform- 
ance. Thus, one current research path is focusing on improved 
cost measures for state-dependent routing. As switches become 
more powerful, it is possible to implement more sophisticated 
routing schemes, with the option of performing more complex 
calculations in the switches or “off-line.” But complexity is 
bought at a price: care needs to be taken that the measures used 
are robust against modeling assumptions. For example, we 
wish to be sure that measures for deciding where to route calls 
based on assumptions of Poisson traffic with the same call- 
holding time are still appropriate when there is a mix of traffic 
with different holding times that are not necessarily 
Poisson. 

We also want to know whether more complicated schemes 
offer worthwhile improvements over simple flexible routing. 
Simple schemes such as DAR give a surprisingly large benefit 
and are relatively simple to understand, implement, and con- 

I 
cost 

Fig. 7. Morning performance during European busy hour. 
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trol. Moreover, they are not tied to any underlying assump- 
tions about traffic. An interesting open question is the extent to 
which, as networks grow in size, simple schemes operating 
quickly and using just local information can provide all the 
possible benefits. Indeed, there is some evidence that as net- 
works get larger, search techniques that use local random deci- 
sions can be highly effective, which is effectively what DAR is 
doing. Thus, future dynamic routing schemes might become 
simpler! 
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